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Sammy has autism but that doesn? Then, 1 day, Sammy?s method of doing things might not be
so poor in the end. Ages 4-8.Sammy must go to school on a particular bus. The brothers cannot
perform in the park together?Sammy lies beneath the tree and watches the leaves.s brother is
angry because Sammy is autistic and will not understand how to be a ? Sammy?normal?
brother.t suggest he is able to?s older brother realizes that he should not demand everything on
his own terms and that Sammy?t still be a good little brother. Simply created and beautifully
illustrated, this shifting book realistically portrays being a sibling of an autistic kid.Sammy will
not go to college along with his older brother? 27 full-color illustrations
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A Must Read My son has sensory processing issues. He this book home from the preschool
library and refused to return it.! My autistic son brought this book house from the school library
today (he's mainstreamed in Kindergarten and his brother is in 1st quality at the same college).
Our entire family relates to some aspect of the book. Good Book! So we bought our own.
Extremely descriptive and colorful. Appropriate for grades K-2. Five Stars Beautifully illustrated,
engaging, and realistic book.! Five Stars That is a sweet book with a wonderful message. I think
it's very good. I wish it just didn't say my special brother each and every time.Besides that it's
pretty good.?? ?? ?? ?? Sweet book, great for a sibling of an autistic child. The words are simple, the
feelings are real and tale is meaningful. I read it to them at bedtime and got choked up looking to
get through it. It is very touching and lovely and will be offering a great answer to the issue of
how to get your autistic small brother to perform with you. I really enjoyed it and plan to
purchase it for our home library. It discussed feelings in a realistic method and helped to see the
situation from the additional individuals perspective. Great reserve that showed how to find
commonality in difference. Best Publication Yet for Siblings of Children with Autism Hands down
the very best publication for siblings of children with ASD that I've read yet. Incredibly validating
for kids and a great way to begin a dialogue with your child.
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